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1 Introduction

For fault detection often process/thread duplication is used. A fault is detected by com-
paring the process states and outputs after a processing round. When detected, several
ways to handle that situation exist, depending on the allowed redundancy in space and
time (e.g. [1], [2]). Based on our recent work, we found a clear and comprehensive clas-
sification scheme for duplication–based recovery. Furthermore, the way of modeling is
inspired by this classification and treats different recovery schemes in a unified way.
The model contains parameters that reflect a common hardware or software basis used
for process duplication, e.g. a common operating system or a common processor with
two simultaneous instruction streams [3].

2 Classification of Recovery Schemes

A common way is to rollback processes to a saved state on stable storage and to retry.
In one class, recovery consists solely of a retry in a single or both processes. That
principle tries to reach a majority of fault-free states by state recalculation. Faults during
that recalculation are covered. When both processes are used for that recalculation, we
call that a strongly pessimistic scheme. In other classes, only a single process is used
for retry and the other one is used for forward processing. If forward processing is
done in a redundant fashion, e.g. time redundant by executing each round twice for
fault detection this is called a pessimistic scheme. When the forward process does not
employ redundancy, it is not able to detect additional faults, but reaches the best advance
in application progress. Such a principle is called an optimistic scheme. Except for
the strongly pessimistic scheme, the choice if a single guessed state (out of the two
states from duplication) is used for forward processing or both states – with a half of
resources (time or processing capacity) for each state – is still a design issue. Thus, we
further distinguish probabilistic and deterministic schemes. For example, we classify
the DMR-F forward recovery scheme [2] as a pessimistic deterministic one.

3 Reliability Modeling

A single round may be executed in several ways: (ff) fault-free, (1f) single-process-
faulty, (2f) two-process-faulty when both processes exhibit a distinguishable malfunc-



tion, (cf) common-faulty, i.e. non-distinguishable faulty and (df) disastrous faulty, i.e.
when the platform of duplication is crashed or destroyed in a way that recovery cannot
be started anymore. At any time, the state of the process pair thus is S ∈ {ff, 1f, 2f, cf, df}.
The probabilities of these states at the end of a round P (Send, Sinit), starting from any
initial state Sinit are taken from a Markov chain model. A multiple round analysis can
be done by a combinatorial approach. All possible situations are described by a conjunc-
tion of single round results with their probabilities. Each fault scenario is determined by
the type of the fault (out of S), the round number (i) when the fault is detected, and the
time of saving the recent stable state for recovery. The distance from the last saved state
on stable storage is indirectly available with the round number i, when states are regu-
larly saved after every s rounds. Based on these situation-specific values, each recovery
scheme displays a particular duration of recovery Trecov, probabilities for several cases
of successful recovery Precov and a number of rounds that are executed during recovery
or that are lost during recovery Nrecov. In order to describe fault-free and successfully
tolerated fault scenarios, only P (ff, ff), P (1f, ff) and P (2f, ff) need to be calculated,
shortly written as Pff , P1f and P2f . Then, we can derive (a) the probability of i suc-
cessive fault-free rounds, Cff (i)=(Pff )i, (b) the probability of state 1f after i rounds

C1f (i)=P
(i-1)
ff P1f and (c) the probability of state 2f after i rounds C2f (i)=P

(i-1)
ff P2f .

Specifying the needed number of rounds nr, Ptotal as the scheme reliability is calcu-
lated. The algorithm employs recursion and starts with round r=1:
If r < nr + 1:

Ptotal(r) = Cff ((nr+1-r)) +
nr∑

i=r

ns,1f∑

z=1

C1f (i-r+1) Precov 1,z(i) Ptotal(i+1+Nrecov 1,z(i)) +

nr∑

i=r

ns,2f∑

z=1

C2f (i-r+1) Precov 2,z(i) Ptotal(i+1+Nrecov 2,z(i))

If r = nr + 1: Ptotal(r) = 1
Precov and Nrecov have two indices each, a first index specifies if the recovery

starts from 1f or 2f, the second denotes a particular fault scenario during recovery.
Their numbers ns,1f and ns,2f are known and for each scenario Precov and Nrecov can
be specified. To guarantee termination, the recursion is limited by a maximum number
of tolerated faults. Using that modeling approach – single rounds by Markov analysis
and multiple rounds by a combinatorial model – we got coherent results, showing the
tradeoff between recovery speed and reliability.
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